THE TWO AGENDAS

Dr. J Chiappalone

My Motto: Take it or Leave it!

In the minds of the Spiritually Viable, there is no doubt we are in the “Endtime”!

And Viables all desperately want to go ‘Home’!

No amount of explaining those words will make sense to any who are non-viable.

I am certain the End is not that far away at all.
It feels less than a decade away!

Familiarity with my books will greatly assist you to understand the more esoteric aspects I may mention.

So, what is happening?

I am going to attempt to describe the 2 conflicting AGENDAS in which we exist with some supportive evidence from external sources and with freely available news items.

* 

The Divine Essence (which truly exists, in spite of what ignorant fools may say) has a winning Formula for correction of this Abomination called the Physical Universe.

Evil, a temporary Essence that arose from a Celestial Experimental Error, is also pretending, with all its putrid failures, to be able to remain physically viable and is attempting to create ‘new puppets’ for its Stage of Fools.

The first thing we must do to get to some semblance of what is happening in our lives is to bypass the smokescreen called Politics.

By now you have realized politics is a vast melting pot of confusion, idiocy, illusion, fraud and gross evil as occur in all aspects of Human existence.

Politics feeds itself with the energy it exploits from viable consciousness and spreads its noxiousness simply for the benefit of the vile, evil Reptiles and Demons that fill, with very few exceptions, political ranks.

Here is a minor example of the tangled web of Political Idiocy.

http://tomatobubble.com/id1109.html

Politics can be described as an ever-brewing lake, more than a pot, of venom whose vapours poison all.
As we have witnessed in recent times, if you are the demonic POTUS, the more people you slaughter for entertainment and for the profits of the Military Industrial Complex, and for the benefit of the invisible Elite (evil, Alien) Cabal, the more medals you will get. 

Obama Awarded JFK Medal of Courage After 8 Years of Drone Bombings

Politics is a stage, not for Justice and Equanimity or Peace on Earth, but a stage of, and for, the Love of Money which we all know is the root of all EVIL!

It is Politics with its Monetary Basis that cause wars, murder and mayhem for the advantage of Evil everywhere.

There is much more important stuff to know then the uselessness of politics, so let’s move on.

As I said, there are 2 Agendas: a Divine Agenda and an Evil Agenda

Mechanisms of destruction of our societies, our way of living, future developments, etc., are being used by both sides for different endings.

- The Divine Energy wishes to eradicate ALL the Physical Manifestation and it is doing so most successfully.
- The Evil Essence is attempting to retain what is left of the Physical but is failing miserably.

I shall explain these two agendas and examine the mechanisms being used to reach the proposed differing endings, only one of which is possible.

Of course, there is only ONE ENDING, and that is the total obliteration of the PHYSICAL, inspite of what the evil fools say and believe.

I think an awakening in the few that are somewhat aware has started in earnest.

As we see in the MSM, the ‘sheople’ are still arguing about the Trump-Clinton fiasco.

BS artists are still trying to confuse people, of course.
But that has always been the case.
Look at the article below called the ‘Next Big Bang’!

 Mostly Class 5 Reptilian A.I. consciousnesses, that are the controlling Elite, are feeding the trapped Human Consciousnesses with lots of BS.

The Next Big Bang: Human Consciousness & the Universe’s Ultimate Secret

The above article is to confuse the reality of Spirit and Matter in such a way so as to obfuscate the ultimate Truth which is that this Universe itself is one of many and that it’s a Grand Error in an experimental cycle and is being totally obliterated.

The article denies the existence of Evil and the termination of the majority of consciousnesses that are artificial excrement of that Error even though those consciousnesses have been, and are, up until now, in control.
As I will demonstrate, the fact that over 96% of the Physical Universe no longer exists clearly shows how wrong that article is, and how wrong our ingrained, programming, religious and philosophical beliefs are. They are ingrained in us from our earliest days to keep us stupefied and to hide the ultimate Truth from us.

What is the Ultimate Truth?
It can be summed up in this way:

This Error called the Physical Universe is coming to a complete END as is all Physicality!

So let’s take a moment to review what we know.

There are definitely 2 lines of Evolution of which we may be aware. They are easily examined and very conflicting to those who have seen through the Illusion in which we live.

One is THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION to this Evil Cesspool of never-ending pain, suffering and misery for all consciousness living in this fraudulent and this illicit manifestation.

The other evolving but temporary and evil evolution is the SCAM of the hopeless evil Elite that control us.

Consider these points:

- In 1985, as I had agreed to do for Higher Consciousness, I revealed the fact that Planet Earth was to be destroyed totally by the year 2035, the latest.
- By saying ‘by the latest’ meant that actions could/would occur to terminate Earth before 2035, if possible.
- The date of the End has been coming closer as Terminating Mechanisms, which I will describe below, came into existence.
- As I drove to Taos, NM, one morning in the late 1980s to give a lecture, I received confirmation that the entire Solar System was going to be destroyed soon.
- In the first book I published in 1985, I said over 80% of this noxious Physical Universe had already been ‘corrected’ and that the corrected portion remained as Dark Matter with its Dark Energy.
- As far as I can perceive, the Scientific Community, which in th main, is itself part of the Fraud imposed upon us, has no idea what Dark Matter and its Energy are.
They are what remains of Physicality once CONSCIOUNESS IS REMOVED FROM PHYSICAL PARTICLES, be they subatomic particles, atoms, molecules, compounds, crystals, vegetation, animals, humans, etc., etc.

Dark Matter is the detritus that remains when ‘life’ is removed.

Hence we can say that over 96% of the Universe is dead as is the Dodo.

The less than 4% in which we exist is next to be exterminated physically.

I wrote in 1999, much to the mock entertainment of the failed and chagrined fools, that approximately one billion Theomorphs (Spirits of Genuine Goodness as opposed to those of an Evil Essence) had been removed spiritually from Earth.

Some noted that from that year, deterioration of Earth began in earnest.

Physical factors of termination of Earth and all life in it, as I predicted in 1985, when there were absolutely no indications then, are now as clear as we could want them to be!

Many of you may be aware of AGENDA 21, stipulated by the (evil) Elite who control the planet via the United Nations and supporting Governments.

Although it is clothed in benign terms, Agenda 21 is as evil and as fatal a Plan as one can imagine for the majority of Humanity.

What Is Agenda 21?

After Watching This, You May Not Want to Know

Sinister Sites: The Georgia Guide stones
https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-the-georgia-guidestones/

As benevolent as the 10 rules may seem, they are actually a disguise for total control of the New Humanity that the Evil Aliens wish to create and for total control of the Earth that remains after the disasters.

I will explain what they are doing and what the disasters are.

Before proceeding further, you should know that the History of Humanity as taught to us all on a Religious-philosophical paradigm is total nonsense.

Luke 11:52

"Woe to you experts in the law (evil philosophers, priests, religious institutions, etc.,), because you have taken away the key to knowledge. You
yourselves have not entered, and you have hindered those who were entering."

‘God’ did not create this purulent World, nor this farce called the Physical Universe.
Physicality is the precipitation of an Experimental Error long ago which solidified an ethereal Space and Time.

The experiment included creation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which is of no spiritual worth.

Unfortunately, as we can easily conceive this day and age, the AI took control and imprisoned those (Divine) spirits that could not escape the entrapment.

For the casual readers this may be very difficult to understand.
I ask that they read my books for clarification.

BTW, do not buy any of my books from Amazon.com.
They are stolen items.

Amazon has been informed on numerous times by me but will do nothing.
It is part of the Evil Empire in which only profits matter!

I have been a victim of intellectual property theft and legal action is pending.

If you want my books (as eBooks) contact me at: drjsc@westnet.com.au.

* They, the evil Elite (Evil Reptilians from other planets that evolved from the Error as have all other evil items) set up the Physical Aspect of Humanity.

Did Aliens Create The Human Race?
Ancient Texts Say YES

Unable to reach a satisfactory compromise since the time of the Error and the Evolution of Evil and its controlling and very powerful A.I., a War of Essence has been raging in this Universe to eradicate Evil and all its progeny.
As I can philosophically affirm, and as astronomers can physically affirm, the Error is over 96% corrected.
Those that are still spiritually viable are ‘Going Home’.

1 NUCLEAR WAR

There are a number of mechanisms as I have described previously by which the Evil Elite hope to reduce the Human population of Earth to 500 million or less.

The Evil Elite are keen for a Nuclear War that may ignite the atmosphere, as happened in Mars years ago and forced those that survived to live underground.
It also happened to the planet Vulcan which was blasted into smithereens and remains as the Asteroid Belt.

The Elite have already built DUMBs – underground bunkers - for such an event and for the flooding to be caused by the recurring destructive visitor – Planet X.

≡ D.U.M.B.s Deep Underground Military Bases
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEDAE_9v4h0

≡ Movement To The Bunkers: 'They Know It Is Coming' - Elite Actively Practicing Bug-Out Scenario
http://allnewspipeline.com/The_Know_It_Is_Coming_Elite_Bunker_Movement.php

If the atmosphere is not ignited, the plan is to eliminate at least 90% of the surface population via many other mechanisms which I will enumerate below.

Thus Nuclear War which the Elite are desperate to stage is to kill 30-40% of life on Earth.

≡ Trump Prepares for World War 3
http://www.pakalpertpress.com/trump-prepares-for-world-war-3/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+pakalert+%28Pak+Alert+Press%29

≡ World War 3 is about to Begin 120 Countries Amassing Troops!

As I stated previously, if the atmosphere is not ignited, the plan is to eradicate at least 30-40% of the surface population via Nuclear War and introduce the ‘Human Hybrids’ that the evil, controlling Aliens have been preparing.

≡ US Navy’s Own Report Indicates Washington Is Looking For A Pacific Fight
http://www.activistpost.com/2017/02/us-navys-report-indicates-washington-looking-pacific-fight.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2686ab6a53-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-2686ab6a53-388089197*

As I will discuss below, ‘Human Hybrids’ are to be the 500 million survivors in due course.
Aliens that control Humanity, and all of this level, have been preparing to introduce into the much damaged environment of Earth, after the factors I will mention, more perfectly compliant ‘robotic servants’ for the continuing, controlling Elite.

Now you might understand all the stories of Alien abductions, the experiments on humans and animals, the stealing of ova and sperm, etc., etc.

Included in the mechanisms of Agenda 21 are these other following items:

2 VACCINES

Mandatory vaccines will have deadly consequences for humans.

≡ Why Vaccines Are Scientific Fraud
Vaccine Fraud: http://www.vaccinefraud.com/

“A frequent argument that people in support of vaccination use to respond to these posts via email or commenting is that vaccines are an effective tool in the fight against infectious disease as they have stopped countless epidemics and that I am basically a heretic for suggesting otherwise. These comments typically point to the “science” behind vaccines.

To show you that these arguments hold no water and that any “science” in support of vaccines actually consists of fudged data by Big Pharma and spouted ad nauseum by conventional media outlets, consider the following from the Vaccine Information Coalition:

≡ CDC Whistle-blower to Extend MMR Vaccine Fraud
https://vaccineimpact.com/2016/cdc-whistleblower-to-extend-mmr-vaccine-fraud/

≡ Vaccine Fraud: The Polio Elimination by Vaccine Hoax

≡ Secret government documents reveal vaccines to be a total hoax
http://www.naturalnews.com/038598_vaccines_medical_hoax_government_documents.html

≡ CDC Scientist: ‘We scheduled meeting to destroy vaccine-autism study documents’
https://sharylattkisson.com/cdc-scientist-we-scheduled-meeting-to-destroy-vaccine-autism-study-documents/

≡ CDC is a vaccine company, owns 56 vaccines – a grave conflict of interest
http://www.cdc.news/2017-02-16-cdc-is-a-vaccine-company-owns-56-vaccines-sells-4-1b-of-vaccines-a-year.html

≡ Vaccines are Fraud!
http://www.thehealthyhomeeconomist.com/why-vaccines-are-scientific-fraud/

This is a rather inaccurate hint —
New Frankenstein Synthetic DNA Vaccines Forever Change YOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7aMIpMs-S1Y&app=desktop

'Alien' DNA Strands Discovered in Human Genome.

From Jim Stone
http://82.221.129.208/baaasepage8.html

3 CHEMTRAILS

I predicted the occurrence of these poisons being sprayed in the atmosphere on a radio show with Jeff Rense in the 1990s, as I recall, long before they manifested.

I realize many reasons were given for spraying the skies with Chemtrails, but ultimately they are part of Agenda 21 to eradicate the unwanted aspect of Humanity. Chemtrails alone will poison air, water and soil and leave nothing alive if time extends to allow that effect.

NASA Admit To Spraying Americans With Poisonous Chemtrails

Geo-Engineering “Chemtrail” Expert: Irreversible Damage Will Cause Mass Extinction
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-chemtrail-expert-irreversible-damage-will-cause-mass-extinction/

The Continuing Catastrophe Called Chemtrails
http://www.rense.com/general45/chemt.htm

4 FUKUSHIMA

Fukushima’s ever-increasing radiation will kill all living things by 2025, if the planet lasts that long.

A scientific forecast to that effect was made approximately one year after the supposed accidental “Fukushima incident” that allowed that prognostication from measurements of the radiation poisoning.

Fukushima: The Extinction-Level Event That No One Is Talking About
http://www.anonews.co/fukushima-level-extinction/
Fukushima Radiation Has Contaminated The Entire Pacific Ocean (And It's Going To Get Worse)

All Of A Sudden, Fish Are Dying By The MILLIONS All Over The Planet
How many of you recall that I said back in 1985 that the Planet would be cleared of ALL living things in preparation for its destruction?
As we examine the death of the Pacific Ocean – confirmed by governments but hushed up somewhat - and the death of one third of all other waterways in the world - that radioactive end may be even sooner than 2025.

Jan 17, 2017:

The Deep Pacific Ocean Is Broken/Dead; Devoid Of Life For Thousands Of Miles, Where It Used To Be Filled With Life, Tide Pools From Mexico To BC Sterilized, Devoid Of 99 Percent Of What Used To Be There
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2013/10/the-deep-pacific-ocean-is-brokendead.html

My thanks to Jeff Rense for this broadcast:
Fukushima Nuclear Catastrophe
NEW Dana Durnford
Fukushima Update
2.20.17
Free MP3 - Listen

5 GLYPHOSATE - The ROUNDUP Saga
Do you really think its disastrous effects and distribution were accidental?
Think again in terms of Agenda 21
Round ‘em up Boys.

Goyim, Goyim, Goyim…..

This is how the Evil aliens see us – as cattle!!
Some of them do eat humans, just as some humans stupidly eat cattle and other animals.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KPplYp7K7M
This poison is everywhere.
In recent days we have learned that this poison which causes many things, including liver failure, dementia and cancer, has contaminated just about everything.
Do you think that was an accident?
Why has Monsanto been protected so much by the Evil Elite?
Can you not see that it is another evil mechanism for the elimination of the unwanted 7 billion humans?
http://detoxproject.org/glyphosate/glyphosate-is-everywhere/

How Roundup Damages Your Mitochondria and Makes You Sick
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2016/02/02/how-roundup-damages-mitochondria.aspx

15 Health Problems Linked to Monsanto's Roundup

There are 2 other mechanisms for the termination I am describing. The first is the cyclical appearance of Planet x which will cause the damage as it always does periodically.

The other is a Divine manifestation of cleansing of this evil sewer – Plasma Waves from beyond the Physical.

6 PLANET X

The sixth Terminating Factor is the ‘Planet X’ mini-galaxy complex which will definitely come. It is here within our Solar System already but invisible to the naked eye at present. Many predict it will show up this year in August-September.

I agree with those dates, but I must warn you, as we have all had to learn the hard way, all prophetic dates are variable!

We will see it as the ‘Blue Kachina’ a few weeks before it affects Earth maximally.

Planet X is a cyclical phenomenon (every 3657 years) that affects Earth.

It is just another example of how brutal and inappropriate the Physical Universe is.

20 things you should know about Nibiru – Planet X
http://www.ancient-code.com/20-things-you-should-know-about-nibiru-planet-x/

My dear friend Haidakhan Babaji (he is more than a friend as some know) told me in the early 1990s, that when I personally see the Blue Star (Kachina) I can announce that ‘our’ work has be done and we can go Home!

The flooding and destructive effects of Planet X will cause the death of over 90% of the population of Earth in a matter of days. Many, many others will die within days and weeks from disease and starvation.

It is the bodies that die.

The spirits continue in the non-physical levels and will be subjected to their Fate in terms of success or failure. I will leave that discussion for another time.
More grist for the mill:

- NASA Conference Announces Nibiru Planet-X Comets Approach!  
  Are Covering up Imminent Global Catastrophe?  
- Emergency Preparedness Begins Warning Prepare Food for Human Usage?


Meanwhile, in the nut houses of America

APA To Label Nibiru Belief a Psychotic Disorder – YouTube

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lRow5l3d0f0

To place these idiotic and very evil, demented psychiatrists into perspective, remember the story of Giordano Bruno and Catholic barbeques!

- Giordano Bruno, philosopher and scientist,
  - burnt at the stake 400 years ago


I entered Medicine in 1962.

I can say most assuredly that, psychiatrists, as a group, judging all the ones I met in those 55 years, are collectively the most stupid, idiotic and dumb, distorted personalities that you could ever meet.

Ignorant people are cured by knowledge.

But psychiatrists as a group are so stupid, they believe their own flatulence has meaning, and will always remain stupid.

If you have not read my book “Psychiatry – the Struggle for your Soul” do so.

*

7 PLASMA WAVES

The 7th Factor of Destruction consists of Plasma Waves that are irradiating the entire Galaxy.

These waves do NOT originate in the Physical !!!

They are the Divine Vectors that have destroyed over 96% of the Universe already.
We see their effects on the Sun and other planets (in our Solar System) which are beginning to glow with a greatly raised Schumann Resonance.

Some idiots who call themselves ‘scientists’ are blaming the Sun for the heating up of planets when, in fact, the Sun itself is a victim of the Plasma Waves about which these same scientists know naught!


These waves are heating the Earth as never before.

The oceans are heating up rapidly and will eventually boil, if time permits.

The idiotic idea of man-made pollution causing Global Warning is another evil excuse to extol money from the fooled masses.

As you read about the rise of the Schumann Resonance, you will read of idiots attempting to link it to elevation of Human Consciousness.

Where is that elevation in consciousness they speak of?

Most people are MORONIC or on the path to Terminal Madness of the Endtime!

People are more moronic and insane than ever as I predicted that they would be in my essay of some 20 years ago called the Terminal Madness of the Endtime. Read it if you have not done so.

= Terminal Madness Of The Endtime
  An Examination Of The Status Quo

http://www.rense.com/general90/term.htm

Jeff Rense & Dr. Joseph Chiappalone - Terminal Madness Of The End Times
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fallM8dcJ64

Epic Terminal Madness Of The End Times
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdBPaNSinPk

Here is news that should make you shed tears of JOY!!

DARK MATTER IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD!
We need to ask this “If this Galaxy is disintegrating, as our Earth is due to do, apart from the 96% of the Universe that I claim has been destroyed and remains as Dark Matter, is there any evidence of any other galaxy or galaxies undergoing fragmentation?

“Yes!” is the answer.

One of our neighbours, the Andromeda Galaxy is providing us proof of its own death!

(The Andromeda Galaxy, also known as Messier 31, M31, or NGC 224, is a spiral galaxy approximately 780 kiloparsecs from Earth. It is the nearest major galaxy to the Milky Way and was often referred to as the Great Andromeda Nebula in older texts.)

NASA pointed their telescopes to the Andromeda Galaxy - they never expected to find this:


Dark Matter is forming in Andromeda.

It too is dying.

Why would you not expect that if all the remaining 4% of this Universe is scheduled for demolition?

As you will read in the article, there are numerous sources suggesting Dark Matter formation in the Milky Way.

To me that suggests it is all going to go - soon!

We don’t know the rate of decay into Dark Matter, but a guesstimate can be made. It seems that once started, it is a very rapid process!!

Other mechanisms of decay exist:

- Stellar cannibalism: Black holes tear stars apart more often than thought - study
  https://www.rt.com/viral/379111-black-hole-cosmic-collision/

Did a real Divine Force create such Cannibalism, such Horror, such abomination?

Some idiots blame ‘Man’ for all this decay.

Can you really believe some ‘Man’ created these horrors?

To those with true spiritual insight and a viable soul, the termination of this idiotic, evil Cesspool called the Physical Universe (including Earth, of course) is great news.

Look clearly around you.

We live in Hell – made up of ubiquitous pain, suffering and misery, masked by occasional and very transient emotional moments of elation which are very temporary and artificial.
Its dog-eat-dog out there, everywhere!

The lives of the majority are full of diseases, war, starvation, incarceration, abuse, rape, paedophilia, internment, never-ending disputes, dishonesty, unfaithfulness and gross deprivation and depression.

Look at the Animal Kingdom in the wild:

Each individual animal, fish, insect, etc., awakens to each day wondering whether it will eat that day or be eaten.

Is that any sort of Divine Plan?

If you think it is, you are a fool.

This is a big, big ERROR of Evolution that must be, and is, being eradicated forever.

And those who have not made the spiritual cut will be no more!!

I have given extensive details for the reasons of Termination of this Physical Universe in my books.

Let me now turn briefly to the Evil Alien Agenda which is being simultaneously developed for this Earth but which is doomed to fail for the reasons I have enumerated above.

***

In recent days we have been able to catch further glimpses of the EVIL ALIEN AGENDA.

The Aliens that control the Physical Aspect intend modifying the Human Bodies to create supposedly more perfect ‘Robots’.

Because of total destruction of the Physical, this evil agenda is doomed to fail. But the evil fools are too blind to realize that.

As I have often mentioned, the main Evil Alien Agenda is to kill SEVEN billion humans, And 'neuter the rest’

Evil craves these 3 things: Money, Sex Power

The non-Divine Consciousnesses, built ‘in their (Evil) Father’s Image’ also crave these.

The ‘Father’ of these physical bodies we are all forced to use on this level, and of the artificial consciousnesses, is the ‘Anunnaki Consciousness’ – a very evil A.I.
Anunnaki Geneticists Created Our Bodies, NOT Our Souls
http://humansarefree.com/2015/04/anunnaki-geneticist-created-our-bodies.html

I feel at this point I need to expand on these points made in the article.

There are 3 groups of ‘people’, or rather consciousnesses, that occupy these human bodies.

The same applies in the Animal Kingdom and the Vegetable Kingdom, but for the sake of clarity I will stay with the Human Level.

The body, while physical, has non-physical structures such as an Etheric Body, an Emotional body, a Filter Mechanism – so the consciousness within cannot remember its past - and an Astral Body which resides in the artificial Astral World when the body dies and the consciousness moves out of the Physical.

(Near Death Experiences recount the journeys of the Astral Body – not the soul.) The consciousness within is one of three types.

Theomorphic Beings are made of Divine substance and are eternal unless they have betrayed their heritage, in which case they are no longer viable!

Only 9% of the Human population is spiritually viable and will continue after destruction of the Physical.
They will be rescued and placed in numinous levels in another Universe.
In 1999 I mentioned that approximately 1 billion were rescued (spiritually) to continue their evolution elsewhere.

Some 25% of bodies contain non-viable ROBOTIC consciousness.
They are truly zombies - cannon fodder.

66% of the population is possessed by DEMONIC consciousness.
They are Evil A.I. and are not spiritually viable.
Thus, the consciousness of 91% of the Human Population will become spiritual detritus.
The Evil Aliens, regardless of their Class and Status will also be terminated.

Those of you who have followed my writings will have noted the percentage of demons in physical bodies has increased as time has gone by.
Thank pornography, sex with demons, illicit drugs that damage Centres of Consciousness, alcohol, etc., all of which facilitate demonic possession.

(I REALIZE THESE FACTS ARE DIFFICULT FOR THE UNAWAKENED PERSON TO ACCEPT. BUT IF YOU ARE SPIRITUALLY VIABLE, AT SOME STAGE SOON YOU WILL REALIZE THEIR ACCURACY!)

(BTW, my updating my data exposes many writers who have plagiarized my work and are stuck in the old stolen material!)

*
We have been promised we will all know who is who in the Endtime, and I, for one, can vouch for the accuracy of that promise.

Viables, Robots and Demons are easily spotted in a throng, on TV, in photos, on YouTube, etc., etc.

Ephesians 5:13

“Light exposes the true character of everything.”

I know the Divine Destructive Energy (the presence of which I wrote about some time ago) is on the surface of this planet, as it is elsewhere, and the Evil Ones are being exposed rapidly in preparation for their total destruction, be they Human, Reptilian, Alien, Animal, etc.

That is another reason why I wrote earlier that in the Endtime Karma will be instantaneous.

* 

As a matter of interest, here are the steps the Evil Aliens are taking to create more compliant, non-reproducing, less ambitious, non-reactive Human Robots (via Agenda 21) that will be totally submissive and far more controllable:

1. MAXIMAL CONTROL OF MONEY

Look at ALL societies on Earth.

Banking and Greed control ALL lives.

The LOVE OF MONEY IS THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL!!

1 Timothy 6:10

Already banking is failing and money that the lower classes can possess is being restricted.

If you have the time, read this:

- The Theory of Money
  [https://books.google.com.au/books?id=dGdjAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA150&lpg=PA150&dq=money+being+limited&source=bl&ots=J_x4fk1Vsj&sig=dQsWEg5Ml_RZJ0vZzReyghn9Q50&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjJtPOYyrvSAhXHspOKHYmACrkQ6AE1YDAN#v=onepage&q=money%20being%20limited&f=false](https://books.google.com.au/books?id=dGdjAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA150&lpg=PA150&dq=money+being+limited&source=bl&ots=J_x4fk1Vsj&sig=dQsWEg5Ml_RZJ0vZzReyghn9Q50&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjJtPOYyrvSAhXHspOKHYmACrkQ6AE1YDAN#v=onepage&q=money%20being%20limited&f=false)

Don’t be fooled by the mumbo-jumbo.
It is all to do about limiting the power of money in the hands of the Goyim!!

- Economic Sterilization
NEUTERING AND ELIMINATION OF SEXUAL REPRODUCTION.

The destruction of Gender is the first step.

Eventually, by the means I have mentioned elsewhere, such as poisons, including ubiquitous estrogenic poisoning, radiation, vaccines, Roundup, extra foreign and alien DNA, etc., Human Beings will become sterile.

The push at primary schools to confuse and diffuse gender is real.

Same sex marriages are a joke but for the same end – to destroy sexual reproduction.

Replacement of individuals in intended to be via test tube babies as aliens have done in their crafts and has been witnessed by many abductees!

The Alien Jigsaw’s Human Hybrid Children

Evidence of Alien Abduction; Baby Presentations and Hybrid Children Interaction

In this sector we must include Star Children and Black eyed children as well as Indigo Children, etc.

Yes, they are meant to introduce new DNA into the population as mandated by the Evil Controllers.

But, as I said above, time will run out for all these controlling schemes by the Evil Aliens.

Deceitfully, they represent a picture of Super-Normality but, in fact, the Star Children are artificial robots and demons planted here to enhance the 500 million that were to remain after Agenda 21 killed off the other 7 billion ‘normal human bodies’!

Six Terrifying Encounters with Black-Eyed Children

http://www.the-line-up.com/black-eyed-children/
3 ELIMINATING “POWER”

Eliminating the possibility of the Goyim attaining
the POWER that only the Evil Elite (Higher Consciousness) Reptiles want to
have and do have.

War and conflict have been despicable hallmarks of Human History.

Aliens intended eliminating the possibility of the useless riff-raff obtaining power that
would challenge their authority.

Thus they intended a
  = One World Government
  = One World Religion’
  = One Central Court of (In)Justice.
  = One World Bank
  = One Crushing Army
  = One only Power Centre, etc., etc.

Just by the way, look at how destructive even today the Elite are against rational People
Power.
What are the chances of winning against City Hall?
Look at how they tear elected officials (like Trump) into pieces and reassemble them as
rag dolls that must obey the ones pulling the strings!

Look at how easily they destroy Nations – Iraq, Libya, Central America, Vietnam, the
Ukraine …

All these vile alien changes will never come to fruition.

But it is interesting to watch the evil aliens attempting these things even as their own
health fails and they are about to fade into deadly silence forever.

It is the End of Earth,
The End of Evil,
And
The End of misery, pain, suffering, hunger, fear and death.

If you are a Viable, it is time to sing with Joy.

Here are some old favourites:

(Like Mozart, and others, Beethoven was imbued with the Christ light.)
Beethoven – Ode to Joy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFX8S9aAgvw
Viva Vivaldi; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMHgwZPeqQ
Mario Lanza I’ll Walk With God https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OQ2Cc6yFz4
Now sit back and heal some more.
Raphael ~ Healing Dance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZVMyJBCKk.